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) 
Abstract -- In this study, we used the Navy ' ..s Master Oceanographic Observation Data Set 
(MOODS), consisting of 116 019 temperature and 9 617 salinity profiles, during 1968-1984 to inves-
tigate the temporal and spatial variabilities of South China Sea .th~ohaline structures and circulation. 
For temperature, profiles were binned into 204 monthly data sets from 1968 to 1984 (17 years). For 
salinity, profiles were binned into 12 climatological monthly data sets due to the data paucity. A two-
scale optimal interpolation method was used to establish a three-dimens!onal monthly-varying gridded da-
ta set from MOODS, covering the area of 5° - 25°N and 105° - 125°E and the depth from the surface to 
400 m. After the gridded data set had been established, b;;!h oompa;ite analysis and the Empirical Or-
thogonal Function (EOF) analysis (for temperature only) were used to identify the major thennohaline 
fratures including annual mean, monthly anomalies , and interannual thermal variabilities. The inverted 
monthly circulation pattern using the P - vector methOd is also discussed. 
Key worm The South China Sea, thermohaline structure, circulation 
INTRODUCTION 
.!::." -·' 
The South China Sea ( SCS) , the largest 'marginal sea in the West Pacific Ocean, is sepa-
rated from adjacent oceans by a chian o~ islands. It contains the broad shallow Sunda Shelf on 
the south, a shelf extending from the Gulf of Tonkin to the Taiwan Strait on the north, A 
( ' · 1 i' '. I 
deep sea basin in the center, and dangerous ground with numerous reef islands over the south-
, ' _Y. lJ u , '\( < ' . ~ . }( T 
east (see Fig .1) . . It has a hott;om topography that makes it a unique semi-enclosed ocean basin 
~' .~ > t ; f.,T ' 'if ,1'l' 11 •' . 
overlaid by a pronounced monsoon surface wind. Ex ensive continental shelves (less than 100 
C) ~ '1 ,_ •r hJ I 
m deep) are found or:. the western and southem'.parts, .while steep slope$ with almost no 
• t - I _t fr ) ol!A ' l' ' ) ' ~ • / t. ' ' . 
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Fig . 1. Geography and isobaths showing the bottom topography of the South China.Sea. 1 11J ' 
' r~ ' .1 • f ; ) : ) 
trench and the maximum depth is approximately 4 700 m. 
) ,,! .,'.' , I I 
Based on limited data sets, studies show that surface eddies in the SCS are predominantly 
' J ) ' . l J I r I . 
cyclonic in winter and ' spring and anti-cyclonic in summer, with sires ranging from small to 
r 1 "" .a. J' 17 . · _ .. 
meso-scale (Wyrtki, 1961; Huang et al. , 1994). Both cold and warm eddies exist in the 
_, c:: \ ~ I r. ,, f( 
SCS. Dale (1956) and 'Uda and Nakao (1972) reported a cold eddy off the central Viet-
, /)_ l I ' ,,; .... ,!, ~ • ., :J· 0: (r ( i :,\ 1\ 
narilese Coast in summer, and Nitani ( 1970) found a cold eddy located to the northwest of Lu-
z.on ~ Reports from the South China Sea Institrte of Oceanology (SCSIO, 1985) indicate that 
. H' . f~ ,( -i /,' "I ,, ~ I , J •. 
in the in the central SCS a warm-core eddy appears in summer and winter, but it is closer to 
Vietnam in summer at the surface. In addition, a cold-core eddy was detected in the central 
SCS from the 29th December 1993 to 5th January 1994 according to analysis of the -TOPEX/ 
POSEIOON data (Soong et al. , 1995). 
Recently, Chu et al. (1997a) and Chu and Chang (1997) identified a central SCS sur-
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face wann-core eddy in Mid-May from1a 'more romplete historicah data set 1--:- tlle 1U. S. 
Navy's Master Observational Oceanographic Data Set (MOODS). From the comPQSite analy-
sis of the U ; S .'< National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) monthly SST fields 
(1982-1994), Chu et al. (1997b) found that during the spring-to-summer monsoon transi-
tion (march to May) a wann anomaly (greater than 1. 8'C ) is formed in the centrl).i SCS at 
' ·~.·). ~. l \ \\ \ \( \ ·\\\ l \\( . ·~ 
122° -119°30'E, 15° -19°30'N. This wann eddy appears in the central SCS (west of the Lu-
7 
ron Island) during •the late spring season and strengthens until the onset of the summer mon-
soon (mid-May). and· then weakens and disappears at the end uf May. Although its size and in-
tensity varies, the SCS wann pool re~eases large mpisture and heat fluxes into the atmosphere 
and in turn affects the monsoon circulation. Most of the exi~ting studies on the seasonal eddy 
variability were based on the surface data (e. g., Chu et al., 1997a, b) or on limited data 
( e. g. , Chu et al. , .1998b; Chu and Fan, 2001). What is the three-dimensional SCS ther-
mohaline structure and its seasonal arid interannual variabilities? We will investigate these ques-
'· tions in this study. 
The outline of this paper is as follows.: Section 2 descri~ the U. S. Navy's Master O-
ceanographic Observa~ion Data Set (MOODS) ,;.and the establishment ~f gridded data. Section 3 
depicts the composite analysis to obtairt temperature and salinity seasonal variations. Section 4 
describes the EOF method to obtain nonseasonal the~ variabilities. Section 5 present the 
scs circulation using the~ - vector inverse method major current systems and seasonal varia-
tion, and Section 6 presents our conclusions.··, 
", . 1 -
MASfER OCEANOGRAPHIC OB.5ERVATION DATA SET (MpOD.S) 
t ,. / • ' ·~': ~ 
T' s profilf!S 
We use the Navy' s Master Observational Oceanographic .~ta Set (MOODS) for the 
study. The MOODS is a corr{pfiation of observed ocean data worldwide consisting of (a) tem-
perature-only profiles;· t b) both temperature and ·salinity profiles; ,(c) soundspeed profiles; 
and ( d) surface temperature (drifting buoy) . These measurements ate, in gengeal, irregular 
in time and space. The data are from the early nineteenth century to 'he present and include 
116 019 temperature profiles (see Fig.2a) and 9 617 salinity. profiles ~ see Fig.2b) between 
1964 to 1984. In this study, we analyze the temperature profilesob~ried during 1986-1984 
' . 
. ,lJ• 
from a variety of instruments. Our study domain includes 'the a.rd 5°N to 25°N and 105°E to 
125°E. 
The primary editing procedures included removal of profiles with obviously erroneous loca-
tion profiles with large spikes, and profiles displaying features that d~ not match the character-
istics of surroundi~ profiles. In shallow water, this., procedure can be partially automated, 
but it also involves subjective interpretation because of the under sampling of MOODS, com-
pared to the spatial and temporal variability of the ocean. The temporal and spatial distribution 
of the MOODS data are irregular (Chu et aJ. , 1997a). 
230 
,.. Furili.ermore, vertical\ resolution aQ.d data,quality are al~ highly vari~ble depending much 
on instrument type and sampliiig expertise. Temporal and spatial i.rregularides along with the 
data resolution and quality problems must :be carefully weighed in order to'avoid mathematical-
ly-induced variability. 
Establishment of monthly~ data 
'"' . 
We binned·seventeen years' temperature profiles from 1968 to 1984 into monthly data for 
· an individual year which produced 204 .temperature .data-sets. For the.salinity profiles, we bin-
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Fig. 2. Spatial and temporal' disributions of MOODS stations during 
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ned profiles into monthly t limatology data bins which produced 12 m~ monthly salinity data 
sets. We used a two-scale optimal interpolation (01) scheme (Gandin, 1965; Lozano et al . , 
1996) to map the MOODS observations to a 0. 5° x 1° grid (finer resolution in the wnal direc-
tion) at 13 levels (see Table 1) and to establish a monthly synoptic temperature data set from 
1968 to 1984 (total 204 fields) and a monthly climatology salinity data set (total 12 fields) . 
The large-scale 01 was used to estimate the background mean with a decorrelation scale of 450 
km. The mesoscale 01 was used to map the observational anomaly from the background mean 
232 
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Table 1 . Distribution of vertical levels 


















field into a regular grid with a spatial decorrelation scal~ icif75 km and a temporal decorrelation 
. . .... 
scale of 10 days. The spatial and temp0rhl decorrelation seal~ as5ociated with the mean field 
were estimated from the covariance iktrix obtained ··from MOODS for the SCS (Chu et al . , 
1997c). The large-scale mean was computed using the t~~rat~e and salinity profiles. The 
large-scale pattern for the surface (not shownr resembles ' th~ pattern previously estimated by 
Chu et al. (1997c). The decorrelati0n length scale f~r the fluctuations from the mean was es-
timated f~ the MOODS data. The results sho'Wn belo,w. are. rel)ltively insensitive to the 
length scale i~ the range of 60- 90 km. · The decorrelati~n, tlm~e was selected to ensure 
, . 
synopticity. Our interpolated fields are quite similar to the fi~lds depicted by Ma ( 1998) using 
. I , . 
the cubic spline method . 
CDMPOSITE ANALYSIS 
. , I ()(: 
. Ou{goal is to inyestigate tpe temporal and spatial variabilities pf the SCS thermohaline 
structure. We use W ·(x;, Yi• ' zk, Tz, tm) to represent temperatufe and salinity gridded 
data where (xi, ,y;) are the horiwn,tal grids; zk = 1, 2 ., .. ., 13, repe~nt vertical levels; 
T1 =1968, 1969, ··· : 1984, i~ the time sequence in years; and t~ = 1,-:;-2, · · · , 12, is the 
time sequence in month. Before investigating the seiIBOnal variation, we define the following 
which is the long-term mean value for the. month tm, and 
- 112_ , 
'l'(xi•Yi• z A,) == 12 L 'l'(xi •Yi•zk,tm)., m=l , 
' ... -
which is the annual mean. 
1 , The monthly da~ '1' (Xi ~ :Xi , 
follows: 
• t :" • ' ' ;·· Jt 
ilr(xi •Yi, zk, r1, tm) .= 'l'(xi ·"Yi, zk., r1, tm ), ~ ')P'(x1,•Yi, zk). 
I . • t 1 • I , 
Annual ,mean' fields 
< ' 
Temperature. '· , 
(2) 
'· (3) 
, , , The annual mean (1968-:-1984) .temperature, T field over the SCS shows_ the pattern of 
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Fig. 3. Annual mean temperature ·('(;) field at: surface, 
30 m, 75 m, 100 m, 200 m and 400 m. 
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northeast-southwest oriented isotherms at the upper layer from the surface to 75 m depth 
(Fig.3). The annual surface mean temperature has a rather weak horizontal temperature gra-
dient, decreasing from 28.5'C near the Borneo coast to 25'C near the southeast China coast. 
2134 
This is co~istent with the earlier; work, (Chu et al. , , 1997b) on the analysis af,,the National 
Centers for Envirorunental Prediction {NCEP) data. A strong temperature front 7i!> found near 
the Luron Strait· in the sub-surface layer from 100 m to 400 m (see Fig. 3). In' ~hat la:~er, the 
scs water tempe~ature in quite uniform (e. g.' near 15'C at 200 m) and.much lower than 
the water east of the Luron Str~t, the West Pacific Ocean Water. 
In the central ~ region at 16° N zonal cross-section (Fig. 4) , the isotherrtls of T 
bend slightly downward from west to east and no frontal structure is found, however, in the 
110° 115° 125°E 0 
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I ~ ·' , Fig . 4 . .Zonal cross-sections of annual mean temperature· (th 
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northern SCS region at 20°N z6nal cross-scetion, the isotherms of T show a strong frontal 
structure near 120° to 125°E (see Fig:4), which may suggest tWo distinguished water mass-
es, the SCS wateF mass (ooth surface and under-surface) and the West Pacific Ocean water 
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Hg : 5. Annual mean siilinity (psu) field at : surface, 
30 in , 75 m, 100 m, 200 m and 400 rri. 
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Salinity. 1. r . '/' ' I)( • 
The annual mean salinity S field shows more complexity than tem~ature. IQ the upper 
layer (see Fig.5), a large amollllt of freshwater enters the SCS from the ZhQjiang (Pearl) Riv-
er in the northwest and from t he Mekong River in the southwest. The ~uroshio brings the 
salty water through the Luz.on Strait into the north SCS and forms a salty tongue (34 psu) 
stretching into the southeast China coast. As the depth increases both the Kuroshio intrusion 
and the river run-off 'effects become less important. At 75 m depth, the Kuroshion intrusion 
effect is still evident, but not the river run-off effect, Below 200 m depth (see Fig. 5) , the 
salinity is more uniform (near 34.6 psu at 200 m) throughout the whole SCS. 
In the central SCS region at 15°N wnal cross-section (see Fig. 6) , the isohalines of S are 
almost parallel to the isobaths in the upper 100 m. Below 100 min depth, the salinity is very 
uniform (34.4 psu). However, in the northern SCS region at 20°N wnal cross-section (see 
Fig.6), the 34.6 psu isohaline clearly shows the Kuroshio intrusion from the Luz.on Strait into 
the northern SCS in the layer between 100 and 220 m reaching 115°E. 
Monthly mean temperature and salinity anomalies 
The long-term monthly mean values relative to the ensemble mean, iJI' (x;, Yi, zk), 
.\P(x; , yj,Zk,tm) = ~(x;,yj,Zk,tm) - iJl'(x; ,yj,zk) (4) 
are defined as the monthly mean anomalies, which represent. the composite features of the 
monthly mean variations of temperature and salinity. 
Temperature. 
The seasonal SST variation obtained from the MOODS data is quite consistent with earlier 
investigations based on the National center for Environmental Predictions (NCEP) data (Chu 
et al . , 1997b) . During winter (January) , T is negative almost everiwhere throughout the 
whole SCS (see Fig. 7). The typical ":ii:iter (January) pattern contains northeast-to-southwest 
oriented isotherms in the northern SCS (north of 12°N) , a warm anomaly ( T > - 1. 2'C ) in 
the west of Borneo . .:- Palawan Islands . (WBP), and a cool anomaly ( T< - 2 .'4'C) near the 
South Vietnam Coast (SVC) in. the southern SCS (south of 12°N). The' sprlng~to-summer 
transition (March to May) pattern shows the northward expansion of the WBP warm anomaly 
and the fonnation of a .central SCS ( 10° -15°N) warm anomaly with T >O. 6'C. The isoline 
1 'C enclo.5es almoot all the SCS in May. 
The summer (July) pattern is characterized by northeast-to-southwest oriented inotherms 
in the northern SCS (north of 15°N) (see Fig. 7), a WBP cool anomaly (T<0.4'C), and a 
SVC warm anomaly ( T > 1. 2'C) in the southern SCS. The _summer pattern is opposite to the 
winter pattern. The fall-to-winter transition (September to November) pattern shows the 
southward retreat of the·WBP cool anomaly and the-fonnation of a northern SCS ( 10° -15°N) 
cool anomaly poosibly caused by the onset of northeast winter monsoon. 
We chose 200 m depth as the intermediate level. At 200 m depth, the seasonal variation 
The South China Sea thennohaline structtire and circulation 
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Fig. 6. l.onal cross;sections of annual mean salinity: 
14'N. 16'N, l'.S'N , 20' N, 22'N and 24'N. 
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of temperature is £ea'.tured by a basin-wide cool pool < r < - o. st ) , a strong sec warm pool 
( T>0.8t,), and a weak WBP warm pool (T>0.2t) during the winter (see Fig.8) and a 
basin-wide warm pool ( T >O. 4 t ) , and a weak SVC cobl pool ( T < Ot ) during the summer 
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Fig. 7. Monthly mean surface temperature ancmalies ( 'C ) in: 
I 
January, March, May, July, September and November. 
122°E 
122°E 
warm eddy (T>0.8'C) are .still quite ~Vi.d~_nt at .that d~pth. A weak WLC warm eddy (T> 
0 . 2'C ) occurs and expands toward the west in spring (see Fig. 8) , gradually occl,J.pies the 
. whole SC:S basin, and turns to the summer pattern in 1 uly (see Fig. 8) . In autumn, the weak 
SVC cool disappears. A weak cold pool stretehes from the east; ,of Taiwan toward the south-
west, gradually occupies the whole SC:S basin, and turns to winter pattern in January. Below 
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Fig . g. Monthly mean temperature 8IlQ!lllllies (~ ) l!i?OO m d~pth in: 
January, March , May, July, September and November. 
The wnal cross-sectioh'Jat 19°N cWtheT field ; shows the vWrtical structure of the WLC 
cool eddy in winter (see Fig. 9) , and the vertical structure of the WLC warm eddy in summer 
(see Fig. 9). Both WLC winter c00l and summer warm eddies reach 250 m depth. The winter 
cool-core ( T < - 3'C ) and the summer warm - core ( T > 2. 5'C ) are located between 50 m to 
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Fig . 9 . l.onal cross-sections of monthly mean temperature anomalies (t) at 19'N in: 
January, fylarch, May, July, September and November. 
Salinity. 
The seasonal salinity variation S is evident only in the layer above 200 min d~pth. Below 
this depth, the seasonal variability is very weak. 
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Surface salinity experiences a strong 'seasonal variatiort . ''During winter (January~ , , S ·is 
positive almost everywhere throughout the whole SGS except the SYS and the Gul£ of Tonkin 
(Fig .10). A salty tongue with S >O .4 psu stretches from the Luwn Strait to the 1oontinental 
shelf along the southeast China coast, representing a strong l(.uroshio ihtrusion. 1Another weak 
fresh pool with S < -0.2 psu is found to the west of Luwn Island. During summer1 (July), 


























































Fig . 10. Monthly mean surface .salinity aruxnalies .(psu): January, 
March, May, July, September and November. 
242 
17°N ,. 'occupying the eenQ:al SCS (•see ·Fig.10) •·r·Evezywhere else is occupied by negati~e S. 
Astrong, fresh tongue occupies, the continental shelf along the southeast Ghina, coast and th~ 
Gulf of Tonkin. 
At 200 m depth, the seasonal variation of Sis·also evident. In the winter (Fig.11) ,, pos-
itive S with a m&Ximum value of 0. 3 psu occupies the most area of the SCS, eoccept the 
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Fig. 11. Monthly mean salinity anomalies (psu) at 200 m depth: January, 
March, May, July, September and November. 
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(see Fig.11), a narrow fresh itongue with1a minimum value of ,-0.4 psu stretches northeast-
ward from the southwest corner near the Mekong River to 20°N (see Fig .11) , 
The wnal cross-section at 19°N of the S field , shows the vertical structure of the WLC 
_f l / ~ · ' ( I ! ~ " J f:· v / I -
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--.0.2 psu) in summer (see Fig .·12).. · Both WLC high/low salinity anomalies are located at a 
depth between 50 m to 100 m. 
• i'l . ' , 
. EMP~ICAL ORTHOGONAL FUNCTION (EOF) ANALYSIS 
~1 ' I 1 · l . ~. • . ·i I), . .. i't ' ' • 
The composite analysis shows the mean seasonal T, S variabilities. Next we use empiri-
cal orthogonal runction (EOF) analysis to investigate the transient features especially the inter-
annual variabilities of the thennohaline structure. Unfortunately, we don' t have · sufficient 
salinity data to o~tAin non-seasonal variabilities . . T he EOF analysis is only carried out on the 
I 
temperature field . 
Temperature anomaly relative to annual rru!a.n field 
J. 
The synoptic temperature anomalies obtained by 
1'(x;',yj,ZJe,Tz.tm) = T('x; ,yj,Z1t,Tz,tm)'- T (x;,yj,Z1t) (5) 
are re-arranged in~o a N x P matrix, r <rn, lp). n = 1, 2, ···, and p = 1, 2, ···, P. 
Here P = 204, is the total number of tim'e points used for computing the covariance matrix, 
that is, 17 Ye<ifS of monthly data sets; N = 5 733, corresponds to the number of grids ( i = 
l , 2, · · · , 21 ; j = i, 2, · · · , 21 ; k ~ r , 2 , · · · , 13) . The temporal and spatial thermal 
variabilities are investigated using the ' Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis . This 
method separates the data sets into eigenmodes. Generally speaking, each mode has an associ-
. ,, 
ated variance, a dimensional spatial pattern, and a nondimensional time series. Fox example, 
Lorenz ( 1965) used the eigenvectors of the rovariance matrix associated with a sample data 
field to calculate the time series of coefficients or predictors for the statistical weather predic-
ti<Xl. Chu et al. (1997a, b) used this method to investigate the non-seasonal variabilities of 
SST and surface wind stress. From our data 1' (rn, lp) , a 5 733 X 5 733 spatial covariance 
' 
matrix is calculated by 
::~i · ' -. Rnm = 
' 
RNN ' 
'1 - . •) ... 
P }:'t(rn1,fp) , · fl = 5 733,P = 204, (6) p I . 
where n and m (l, 2, ... , N) denote the grid locations. The diagonal elements of the co-
variance matrix Rnn ( n = 1, 2, · · · N) are the variance at location r n • The off diagonal ele-
ments are the covariance with spatial lag equal to the difference between the row and column in-
dices. This symmetric mat~x has its N real eigenalue8 ).a, and eigenvectors~a(ri), such that 
N 
J,R;j~a(rj) = Aa~a(r), i = 1,2, .. ·,N. (7) 
1=1 
The eigenvectors ~1, ~2, • • · , ~N are called Empirical Orthogonal Functions. Each .Pa is a 
5 733-point (21 X 21 X 13) distribution of non-seasonal temperature anomaly pattern. The 
eigenvalues, Aa (a=l, 2, ···, N), areallpositiveandthesummationofthem, L:_;,:i.a, e-
The South China Sea thermohaline'structure and circulation 
quals the total variance. 1Therefore, A.a , is ,oonsid~Fed as .the ,portion· of , total . variance t ex-
plained" by the EOF 1'a. It is oonvenient to label the eigenfunctions 1'a 'SO that the eigenvalues 
are in descending order, i, e., 
A.1 > A.2 >. A.3 > ... (8) 
The data matrix 1' (rn, lp) beoomes 
.., 't(x; •Yj, Z1t, 1:(, tm) , = L.PCa (LL, tm) lf>a (x;1,•Yj, Zk), (9) 
a 
where PCa ( 'L • tm) is the principal oomponent representing the temporal variation of the as-
sociated spatial pattern described by the EOF mode, 1' a ( x; , Y; , Z1t) . 
Principal EOF modes 
The first six leading EOF modes are able to acoount for 64 .1 % of the total variance 
(Table 2). The first two leading modes, EOFl and EOF2, explain 44.4% of the total vari-
ance. Each EOF mode is three-dimensional and nonna}ized so that its total spatial variance is e-
qual to unity. We may easily see the vertically ooherent structure of each mode. 
,, 
Table 2, Variances of the first six leading temperature EOFs 




·2· - . ·-'-
0.267 0.267 .\, .. 
•;~ :: . ' 
0.177 0.444 
3 · 0.071 ' 'rt 0.515 
4 0.059 0.574 
5 0.037 0.611 
6 0.030 0.641 
Tiu! EOFl mode. 
The EOFl mode ( 1'1) shows frontal and multi-eddy structures. The frontal structure is 
evident in the northern SC:S. Only positive values occur ~in_ the upper layer ('above 75 m in 
depth) and both positive and negative values appear at the other depths (see Fig.13). Howev-
er, we cannot use these positive/negative values of 1 to identify the warm of cool anomaly of 
the individual eddy. This is because the temperat~e anomaly, due to the EOFl pattern, is 
the product of PC1 and 1'1. 
a. Western boundary current and frontal structures. 'From the surface to 30 min 
depth, a bi-frontal structure (northeast-to-southwest oriented isolines) is the major thermal 
feature in the northern SC:S (north of 12°N): a strong ooastal front along the China ooast, and 
a relatively weak and wide front across the SC:S basin from the Vietnam ooast to the Luron is-
land between 12°-17°N1 The two fronts change their strengths synchronously, sim;:e the val-
ues of 1'1 are positive for the two fronts. The bi-frontal structure w~e~ with the depth and 
disappears at 50 min depth. The front reoccurs from 75 min depth and oontinues to be seen 
down to 300 m in depth. Below 75 m in depth in the northern SC:S, 1'1 shows a northeast-
tosouthwest orientedsingle front structure aligning to the China ooast. The values of 1'1 across 
the ' fmnt ·th~e signs £tom negatikre·hear t he·China coast to.positive in·the•midtllb t5f1thel north-
ern SCS, indicating the\out-of-phase variability of the front near the Chin'a coast 'and the deep 
basin. 
) Furthermore, we may notice that the vB.lues of 1'1 change signs from the top layer (0-30 
m) to the lower layer (100-300 m) near the western boundary. This implies a strong bard-
clinicity of the western boundary currents with the opposite directions at the top layer and the 
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Fig. 13. EOFl temperature anomalies (unit: O.Ol'C) . 
b. Southern SCS multi-eddy structure. ' In the south~rn SCS (south of 12°N) from 
the surface to 30 m in depth, the EOFl shows a dipole structure (dual eddies) with a high 
. . , 
center (0.3'C) near the mouth of the Mekong River, and a low center (<0.14'C) in the 
west of the Borneo- Palawan Islands (WBP). This dipole structure is still 'quite evident from 
30 m to 75 min depth. Below 75 min depth, the western eddy, near the Mokong River 
- - -
mouth, is much stronger than the eastern eddy. At 50 min depth, an eddy ( >0.4'C) ap-
pears in the northeastern SCS. This eddy slants towards the east (the Luzon Strait) with 
depth and becomes very strong in the layers between 75mand150 m. Below 150 min depth, 
,.., ·\irf'J rhu'G ~ir!T 
this eddy reduces its strength. 
c. Kuroshzb intrusion. In the northern SCS, the isolih~ ~f~ 1 intersect the cross-
sectio~ of the Luwn Strait with the. patterns showing Kuroshio intrusion/SCS outflo~ through 
>' > I'' 1 j 
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Fig. 14. EOF2 temperature anom8lies (unit: <i. l'C ) . 









layer above· SO m in depth, · becoming stronger below 50 m in ·depth and reat::hing m~mlirtl 
strength ,i'nthelayerbetween100mand150m1ndepth; .. ... i" ,,. : ,. , .,.,, · · 
The EOF2 mode. ., ;- ~ · :n;1;,, .. 
·· Similar to the -first EOF mode, the serond EOF mode ( 1'2) ·has onln)()sitivevalues •in the 
250 
upper layer from the surface to 50 min depth and has both positive and negative values appear-
ing on the other depths. The negative 1'2 area is limited in the southeast comer of the SCS with 
small absolute values (see Fig .14) . this means that the overall SCS basin thermal variability is 
either warming or cooling. We may call this mode the warming/cooling mode. In addition, 
the isolines of 1'2 at all the depths near the Luron Strait are almost parallel to the cross-section 
of th~ strait. This indicates that the second EOF (;arming/cooling) mode is not caused by the 
Kurshio intrusion/SCS outflow. Furthermore, tpe second EOF mode also shows the variabili-
ties of coastal front and multi-eddy structures. 
a. Variability of the coastal front . In the north SCS, a coastiJ. front structure can 
be identified on the continental shelf near the China coast (see Fig. 14) . As the depth increas-
es, this front structure extends to the southern SCS and occupies the western part of the SCS 
from 100 m to 300 min depth (see Fig.14). This strong gradient of 1'2 may be caused. by the 
western boundary current. 
b. Variability of the northern SCS multi-eddy structure. The EOF2 clearly shows 
a multi-eddy structure in the northern SCS sub-surface layer between 50 m and 125 m . At 50 
min depth, a strong north-south dipole structure (dual eddies) with a high center (0.2'C) in 
the west of the Luron Strait (l8°-22°N, 115°-,119°£), and a low center ( <0.04'C) in the 
central SCS (12° -15°N, 110° -l16°E). This dipole structure strengthens at 75 m in depth 
and weakens as depth increases from 75 m. Below 125 min depth, the northern SCS multi-
eddy structure disappears. 
Temporal variabilities 
Each principal component can be treated as the projection of ' the temperature anomaly 
through a "filter" of corresponding EOF mode (Chu et al. , 1997) . 
First principal component. 
The first principal component, PC1 : is the time series (1968-1984) of the EOFl am-
plitudes and shows basically a seasonal ·variation. During the winter (summer) monsoon sea-
son, PC1 has negative (positive) values (see Fig.15), which indicate that the temperature 
anomaly, due to this mode, has the opposite (same) sign with respect to EOFl. Since EOFl 
is always positive throughout the upper layer ( 0-50 m) of tthe whole SCS (see Fig .13) , pos-
itive (negative) values of Pei during summer (winter) monsoon season correspond to warm 
(cool) anomalies. This shows the seasonal variation. 
An interesting feature of the first EOFl is its negative value near the northwestern bound-
ary in the sub-surface layer (100-400 m). Since PC1 has negative (positive) values during 
winter (summer) monsoon season, the thermal variability of the western boundary is out-of-
phase with respect to the seasonal variabilith, that is , warm (cool) anomaly in the winter 
(summer) monsoon season. 
Accordingly, the seasonal variation represented by PC1 is not purely sinusoidal. The 
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Fig. 15. The first six principal ocmponents for 1968-1984 . 
• fl t, f 1 ,I ., f .. 
sununer had a larger variability in the 1980 ' s than in the early 1970' s. However, the winter 
had1 a .larger variability during 1968-1972 than the re'st of the periods. 
' ../ J . ~ J l l 1 
Second principal camponent. 
v-1 ,~~· I. ., 
1 The second principal component, PC2 , is the time series (1968 ...,..1984 ) · of the second 
EOF (wanning/cooling) mode amplitudes and shows interannual variabilities with periods of 
two to five years (see Fig .15). The positive (negative) values of PC2 indicate the SCS warm-
ing (cooling) . The maximum value of 1'2 is 0. 3 'C near the China coast at the surface and a 
high centey with is0line of 0. 2'C in the west of Luzon Strait at depths between 50 m and 125 m 
(see Fig .14) . The values of PCi vary ~tw~n 10 and - lO. Its maXimum value (10) ap-
peared in Allg\,lst 1969. and September 1976, which indicates the strong SCS warm anomaly 
with the maximum wanning of 3'C (0d'C X 10) at the surface near the Chian coast, and the 
occurrence of a sub-surface (50-125 m) warm eddy with the anomaly of 2'C (0.2'C X 10) in 
the we8t of t~e Luzon Strait. It~ minimum value~ -10) appeared in October 1974, which in-
' . . dicates the strong SCS cool anomaly with the maximum cooling of - 0. 3'C [ 0. 3'C X ' ( -10)] 
at the surface ~ear the China coast, and the occurrence of a sub-surface (50-125 m) cooled-
dy with the anomaly of - 2'C [ 0. 3'C X ( -10)] in the west of the Luzon Strait. 
We found the following criteria in evid~nt warm/cool anomaly occurrence with the maxi-
mum temperature anomaly exceeding 1. 5'C . When PC2 > 5, the SCS has an eVident warm-
ing (maximum wanning around 1. 5'C) and a warm eddy occurs at the west of the Luzon Strait 
. l - I 
in the sub-surface with the warm anomaly of 1 'C. On the other hand, PCi <.;..- 5.; the SCS 
has an evident cooling (maximum cooling around 1. 5'C ) and a cool ~dy occurs at the west of 
Luzon Strait in the sub-surface with the cool anomaly of - 1 'C . The strong anoinaly periods 
. , . _-' ' ' t (maximum abOvt!' 3'C) and evident periods (rpaximum above 1. 5'C) are listed in Table 3. We 
may find that the SCS warm anomaly generally appeared d~ng the period of 1968-1972. 
. . 
After 1972, the cool anomaly occurred more often, except in September of 1976. 
SCSw~ . Aug . .1%9 
Sep. 1976 
, i . . 
Table 3 . SCS warm and cool periods 
Sep. 1968 
Jan., Feb. , ·May, Jul., Aug., Nov. 
1969 
Jwi. 1970 
Oct. ' Dec. 1971 
May, Jwi., Sep. , Nov. 1972 
Sep. 1976 
Jwi. 1997 ............... ,.. 
,,, : Oqt. 1974 . . ~110 
Jan. 1976 ij"t'fllr 1'. ·· 1-J~ - ·.~ 
Feb. , Mar 1977 . ; 
Feb. 1980 
Apr. 1983 
SEAsoNAL VARIATIONbF scs CIRcULATION ,, 
We use .a recently developed P - vector inverse method (Chu, 1995, Chu et al. , 1998 
a, b) to oompute the absoh1te geostrophic velocity from monthly mean T, S · fields. -Chu et 
al . ( 1998b) shows the advantages of using the P - vector method, namely, the easy identifi-
cation of the two necessary oonditions for (3-spiral inverse method: (1) intei-section between the 
isopycnal and iso-potential vorticity surfaces (existence of the vector Ph and (2) the turning 
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(turning of ·~he vector P~ •. For water c:olumns satisfyi~ the two necessary conditions, we 
may use
1 
the P - vector method to obtain .l;lbsolute geostrQphic velocity. For further details and 
validation of the algorithm presented, see Chu et al. ( 1998a) . 
General description 
The most obvious of the inverted summer and winter SCS circulation are flow separation, 
basin gyres, and mesoscale eddies. Hinted in Wyrtki' s (1961) depiction' but more explicit in 
our computation, are the upper level ( 10 m depth) west-to east cross-basin currents, which 
are almost parallel to l6°N latitude from February to July. The inverted monthly SCS circula-
' . 
tion agrees quite well with ~lier qbservational study (Wyrtki,. 1961) : .As the commonly used 
inverse methods, the P - vector-inverted western boundary curr~nts are so~ewhat small. 
. . 
This could be caused by the neglect of relative vorticity in the pot~htial vorticitY, calcuation I ·~ (Chu, 1995) . . . .~·: ·: · , . 
Surface circulation 
During tl:ie winter monsoqn period (November to March), the winter Asian high pressure 
system brings strong winds from the northeast, and the SCS surface circulation pattern is cy-
clonic (Wyrtki, 1961). At the surface inflow from the Luzon Strait (the Kuroshio intrusion) 
turns southwest along the ~ian continental shelf', then south along the ooast of Vietnam (see 
Fig .16). In November, this current splits into two currents at 12°N: ~ S<?uthward alongshore 
current and -an eastward off-shore current. The southward branch turns east at 6° N, then 
turns northeast and joins the eastern branch at 115°E. An evident multi-eddy structure is ob-
tained with two cyclonic eddies in the north SCS (north of 12°N) and cyclonic and anticyclonic 
eddies in the southern SCS (south of 12°N). The eddy near Luzon was first identified by Ni-
tani (1970) from the surface data. We may call it Luzon cyclnic eddy. The flow pattern does 
not change vary much from November to December, except that the cyclonic . eddy near the 
Luzon Strait strengths. It should be noticed that the anticyclonic circulation between SCS and 
the Sulu Sea around Palawan Islands might not be realistic. 
In January, the west cyclonic eddy in the northern SCS ~pands toward the south. In 
' ' . 
March, the ·west cyclpnic eddy in the northern SCS disappears and instead a cross-basin flow 
appears along l6°N latitude and joins the cyclonic eddy near the Luzon Strait. -- The southern 
SCS is occupied by an anticyclonic eddy. This anticyclonic eddy expands to the north and 
( . I l ' ~ ' "f. ¥." I 
forms the only evident eddy in the central SCS in March (see Fig.16). This eddy is associated 
. . ·'· ·~ ' 
with the central SCS warm pool in spring (see Fig .16) and expands toward the south in April. 
May is the month of the summer monsaon transition. The anticyclonic eddy reduces · its 
strength and becomes uniden:tifiable. 
During the summer monsoon period (June to September), winds·blow from the southwest 
and the SCS surface circulation generally follows suit with anticyclonicity in the southern basin 
(Wyrtki, 1961). Inflow is through the southern boundary and outflow is through the north-
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Fig. 16. Inverted monthly mean surface circulation: January, 
. l . . ... . ! , 
Ma:ch, May, July, September and November. 
em Taiwgn Strait ~&~teqi. Luz.on ~trait. , The.inv,erted July menas that the gem.~ral circula-
tion pattern has the following features. Velocities reach 20 cm/s near the Vjetfiam coast .and 
split into two currents at 12°N: the coastal current and off-shore current . . ~he off-shore curl 
rent further bifun:ates1 and· partially leaves the coast; t he bifwcation point is at 110°E-. 'I.he 
northern branch moves northeast to ll~0E and .then turns wnally,.between 15~ --18~N .. The 
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southern branch moves wnally uritil rea~hing Palavan Island, th'.en turns north and joins with 
the north branch at l6°N. A cyclonic eddy appears in July near the south Vietnam coast and 
strengthens in August. This eddy was reported by Dale (1956) and Uda and Nakao (1974). 
Sub-surface (75 m) 
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Fig. 17. Inverted monthly mean sub-surface (75 m) circulation: January, March, May , July, September and November. 
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., .. ~ . ' 
Kuroshio water enters the SGS· through the Luzon ~Stfiait in. October - March, the transition to 
and during the winter monsoon season, .. The winter .. circulation pattern is 1the .basin-wide eY,~ 
clonic gyre. ,,A 1 cydonio mesoscale eddy .splits from ,the gyre 1!lear the Loron Strait in January 
and keeps its strength in February. On the other hand, the basin-wide cyclonic gyer weakeqs 
and shrinks toward the southwest in February and disappears in March. '· ',. · 
.. During the summer monsoon period (June - ·September) f the Kuroshio intrusion .through 
the Luzon Strait ceases. A cross-basin current establishes in August from the north branch of 
that eddy to the Luzon Strait and forms· a weak cyclonic gyre in the northwest and an anticy-
~ t f ' • . t• ~ .. 
clonic gyre in the southeast . . DUring the winter ~onsoon transition period, : the:: southeast anti-
cyclonic gyre weakens and the northeast cyclonic gyre gai~ stre,ngth and e~entillilly the cyclonic 
gyre occupies the whole SCS basin, · and this is the beginning of the .Win~er circ;ulation pattern. 
Intermediate level ( 159 m). 
(I 
As the water. depth increases, the . inverted velocity generally reduces with' depth. OThe 
velocity at' 2oo m depth is q\lite small. We ~h~ 150 m depth as a representati~e of the inter-
mediate level (see Fig .. 18) . The ~nal circulation variability is f~tures by' strengthening, 
,,. · " ' , I . ' ' 
weakening, and splitting of a.· basin-wide cyclonic gyre·. Tliis gyre is evident in winter and 
weakens in s~er/ As.spring approaelies (Marc,h), a cyclonic eddy in the.area northwest of 
~ ' 
Luzon occurs and the cyelonic gyre is locat~ south of l6°N. · . 
Kuroshio intrusion 
The SCS joins the Pacific OceaJ1 through the Luzon Strait.: The seasonal variations of the 
intrusion of the Kuroshio Water into the SCS through the L~n ~Strait have been investigated 
. ' 
in earlier studies (Fan and Yu, 1981 ; Shaw, 19'89; Shaw, 1991~ . As i>o1nted out by Shaw 
(1991), the intrusion process is importan~ not only to th~ t.r~~rt· ~f 'water masse5 into the 
SCS, but also to the shelf circulation off the south~t coast of China. Shaw ( 1989, 1991) 
I . 
used the discrimihant·ana1ysis method to classify the water' inass T, S characteristics at 150, 
200, and 250 m, and found' that water characteristics bf the Philippine Sea (Ku'roshio) were 
r , . ' ' .. · I ' ~ 
identifiable along the oontinental margin south of China from October toJanuary. The presence 
of this water indicated an intrusion cilrrent from the Philippine Sea into the sCs. 
') 
To verifY. Shaw's result, we oomputed the east-west geostrophic velocity along 120.5°E 
longitude using the R - vector-method. The temperature and ,salini~y used for th~ <;amputation 
are the gridded data from the surface to 400 m in depth along 120° and 121°E.. The monthly 
.. . ....... 1 
ronal velocity in 120. 5°E cross-sectiOn is. given in Fig .19. The negative values indicate west-
ward flo~ through the Lu~m Strait (K~hio intrusion.) ~-; ~h~ positive values show the out-
flow from the'SCS to t}:ie .Philippine Sea~ Flow through the Luzon .Strait has a strong seasonal 
variation; ·as well as ·a vertical shear. Evident Kuroshib intrusion (negative-values) occurs dur-
ing the winter moQSOOn season (November - March) in · the upper· 200 m . . Below 200 m, the 
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Fig. 18. Inverted monthly mean intermediate level ( 150 m) circulation: January, 
March, May, July, September and November . 




volume transport through the · Luron Strait 'has a strong seasonal ·variation: ' the maximum 
Kuroshio intrusion into• the SGS •with a value of -... 2 .'2 Sv ,{ l Sv = !l.06m3 • s- 1 ) occurring in 
March., and the maximum SCS outflow with a value of 1 5 SV in September. These values are 
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Inverted monthly meBn zonal velocity at Luzon Strait ( 120'E): January, 
March, May, July, September and November . 




The goal of this study is to investigate the thermohaline structure and •the circulation pat-
terns of the SOuth China Sea using the,historical MOODS hydrographic data. We applied the 
mmnpum curvature with spine method to proouce thirteen level gridded data from the 
MOODS. Although the MOODS contain more than, 180 000 temperature profiles, the deeper 
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layer (below 400 m in· depth) is poorly . sampled.,, Furthermore, , the MOODS contain only 
14 000 salinity profiles, so we were only able, to establish climatological annual and monthly 
mean salinity fields, at thirteen levels above 400 m in depth.'-\ After the establishment of the 
gridded temperature and salinity data, we used the composite atid EOF analysis ,to get the sea-
sonal .and interannual variabilities of the SCS thermohalinet structure, and the P - vector in-
verse method to obtain the three-dimensional absolute geostr6phic velocity fields. The major 
- results from this research are summarized as follows. 
(1) Th~ annual mean (1968-1984) temperature T field oYcer the SCS shows, the pattern 
of northeast-southwest oriented isotherms at the upper layer from the surface to 20 m depth 
with a weak gradient from 28. 5'C near the Borneo coast to 25'C near the southeast China 
coast. A strong temperature front is found near the Luron Strait in the sub-surface layer from 
100 m to 400 m. \The SCS water ,temperature is quite uniform (e. g., near 13'C at 250 m) 
and much lower than the water east qf the Luron Strait, the West Pacific Ocean Water. The 
annual mean salinity S shows that in· the upper layer, a large amounts of -freshwater enter the 
SCS from the Zhujiang River in the northwest and from the Mekong River in the sauthwest. 
The Kuroshio brings the high salinity water through the Luron Strait into the north SCS and 
forms •a salty tongue (34 psu) stretching intq the Southeast China coast. 
(2) Seasonal theimohaline variability is associated with fronts and multi-eddies. The bi-
frontal structure is the major thennal feature in the northern SCS (north of 12°N): a strong 
coastal front along the China .coast, and a relatively weak and wide front across the -SCS basin 
from the 1 Vietnam coast to the Luron Island between 12° -17°N. The two fronts change their 
strengths synchronously; they weaken with the depth and disappear at 50 m in depth. The 
front reoccurs from 75 min depth and is evident as deep as 300 min depth. At 30 min.depth, 
an eddy ( >0.4'C) appears in the northern ,SCS and slants toward the east (the Luron Strait) 
with depth and becomes very strong in the layer between 75 m and 150 m. Below 150 m ·in 
depth, this eddy reduces its strength. In the southern SCS (south of 12°N) from the surface 
to 30 ,m in depth, a dipole structure (dual eddies) was found with a warm (cool) eddy near the 
•j' 
Mekong River mouth, and a cool (warm) eddy in the west of the Borneo- Palawan Islands 
during the summer (winter) monsoon season. Below 75 m in depth, the western eddy near 
the Mekong River mouth is much stronger than the eastern eddy. The seasonal salinity vari-
ability was a'J.s6 identified'. bJting 'winter (Jan'uary), · a salty tongu"e 1.2 psu anomaly stretches 
I 
from the Luron Strait to the continental shelf along the Southeast China coast, representing a 
J J1 I 
strong Kuroshio intrusion., A weak fresh anomaly ( - 0. 2 psu) is found in the west of Luron 
Island. During the summer (July), a salty tongue with 0. 4 psu stretches from the Vietnam 
coast' to l18°E between 1l0°"-l7°·N, 'occupying the central SCS while the rest is occupied by 
negative anomaly. A strong fresh tongue occupie81, ti'i~ continental shelf along the Southeast 
China~ ;mJ the G~f of Tonkin. .. . r: ,_ ,.,. , ' 
I 
,(3},1Both V'{fiter ~analysis and the inverted geostrop,hic veloci~y at the Luron Strait con-
firm the Kuroshio intrusion during the winter monsoon season. Such an intrusion has .a vertical 
260 ' 'JI~ .\ 
shear" £videnf Kuroshiol intrusion· ('negative•values) occurs during the winter' tnonsoon season 
(November - March) in the upper 200 m while below 200 m the velocity is quite small and 
outflows from the SCS into the Philippine Sea. The computed upper layer (0-400 m) volume 
transport through the Loron Strait · has a strong seasonal variation: the maximum Kuroshio in~ 
trusion into the SCS with a value of ·-2.2 Sv occurring in March, and the maximum SCS out-
flow with a value .of 1.5 Sv in September. 
(4) The interannual SCS warming/cooling phases were identified by the second EOF 
mode with periods of two to five years. The strongest SCS warming occurred in August 1969 
and September 1976, with a warming of 3t at the surface near the China coast and an occur-
rence of a sub-surface (50-125 m) warm eddy (2t) in the west of Loron Strait. The 
strongest SCS cooling appeared in October 1974 with a coolng of 3t at the surface near the 
China coast, and an occurrence of a sub-surface (50-125 m) cool eddy ( -2t) in the west of 
the Loron Strait. The warming events appeared between the late 1960' sand first half of the 
1970 ~ s, and .the c.Ooling events occurred in the second half of the 1970' sand early 1980' s. 
(5) The T, S and the inverted velocity fields show the multi-eddy structure: two cy-
clonic eddies in the north SCS (north of 12 ° N) and cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies in the 
southern SCS (south of 12°N). The anticyclonic warm-core eddy expands to the north and 
forms the only evident ' eddy• in the central SCS in March, and expands toward the south in 
April. May is the month of the summer· monsoon transition. The anticyclonic warm-core eddy 
reduces its strength and becomes unidentfiable. During the summer monsoon period (mid-May 
to August) , winds blow from the southwest -and the SCS surface circulation generally follows 
suit with anticyclonicity in the southern basin. Inflow is through the southern boundary and 
outflow is through the northern Taiwan Strait and eastern Loron Strait. The inverted July 
mean general circulation pattern shows that velocities reach 20 cm/s near the Vietnam Coast 
and splits into two currents· at 12°N: the coastal current and off-shore current. 
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